1. We consider the measures of complexity introduced by Kqlmogorov (1965) . The domain of entities of concern here is the domain X of finite binary sequences. A finite (binary) sequence of length n is denoted by x with subscripts employed when it is necessary to distinguish among sequences of length n. Likewise, p denotes a finite binary sequence (we omit the length denotation here) and -t ( Kolmogorov suggested that the finite sequences of relatively high complexity should be considered random sequences (if the algorithm A is of a suitable "universal" class, see below) and that this identification conforms to our intuitive concept of n the phrase "random sequence". In an important paper Martin-Lof (1966) outlined a mechanism using what we shall call Martin-Lof tests whereby many important properties of randomness could be shown to hold for finite sequences of sufficiently high conditional complexity. We shall assume the reader is familiar with n the Martin-Lof (1966) paper which shall be sufficient background for reading this paper. Other than in the brief discussion below, n we will not consider further (nor does Martin-Lof) the (nonconditional) Kolmogorov complexity measure. (A complexity measure similar to the Kolmogorov complexity measure is independently introduced and studied by Chaitin (1966 and forthcoming paper)).
We recall a key property, here stated for the conditional complexity but true for all variants to be discussed. There exis_t_s a_ universal algorithm A such _that _fo_r arbitrary algorithm B K A (x n |n) < K B (x n |n) + c B where c B i_s_ a_ constant independent o_f x n |iri_d n. A proof of this is given in Kolmogorov (1965) . As a corollary, we have If i,j are positive integers then by x 1 -< we mean that i <. j and x consists of the first i bits of x-1 .
x is then the i-prefix of x-^ . We now introduce the modified conditional complexity which we shall label the uniform complexity.
by uniform complexity of x with respect to A is given
This type of "uniformity" condition is a frequent condition in mathematical definitions. Before discussing the interpretation of this modification, we note several basis properties. if p e D(B,x n ) and l(q) < I (p) + c B> 1 Again, it follows as a corollary that the choice of universal algorithm alters the uniform complexity measure by at most an added constant. From the manner of construction of a universal algorithm just outlined, it is clear that an algorithm universal with respect to both the conditional complexity and the uniform complexity exists. We choose one such algorithm as standard for both complexity measures. Again, in the complexity notation we will in general omit reference to the underlying algorithm.
Because the underlying universal algorithm is the same for both the conditional and uniform complexity measures, the inequality . K(x n |n) < K(x n ;n)
holds. This follows from the definitions. Moreover, there .
exists a constant c such that K (x -n) ;< n + c for all x ; this follows as before as the pertinent program satisfies the uniformity condition. " The analog to the last basic property n -c stated for conditional complexity, that less than 2 sequences x n have K(x n -n) < n-c, follows from the same property for conditional complexity using the above inequality. ) in the need to "report" that each is of length n. This aspect should be far less troublesome in the higher complexity region. Also, for mathematical reasons it is interesting to consider infinite sequences, either for their own sake or as an "approximation" to very large finite sequences.
If we denote by x an infinite binary sequence and let x denote its n-prefix, then we can discuss the information content of x using the measures introduced by associating with the information content of x the function K (x 11 ) (resp. ,K (x n |n) or K(x ;n)) viewed as a function of n. In this instance we are clearly interested solely in the distribution of O's and l's The uniform complexity avoids these characteristics in an obvious way. If p e D(A,x n ) then A(p,i) = x X -<" x n , i < n which assures that n explicitly influences the pattern itself for at most the last bit. Thus n as the second argument in A(p,n) serves solely to determine the length of the sequence.
It is clear that no single program that generates all n-strings is acceptable for the uniform complexity measure. We show below that no constant c exists such that K (x ;n) <^ c for all n-strings x . Also, if n < r and x -< x then K (x ;n) <_ K(x ;r). The objections mentioned previously are thus not valid here. To summarize, when concern is centered on the pattern (shape) exclusively, the interpretation of the uniform measure seems more satisfying than the interpretation of the conditional measure of complexity.
Let us look further at the behavior of K(x n |n) and K(x • n) when x is of "low" complexity. It is almost immediate that i_f there exists a constant c £uch that, for every n "il^lLi.^ o_f an infinite sequence x, K(x n ;n) < c then x ±s_ effectively computable (recursive).
This does not hold for the measure K(x |n). In fact, we have the following theorem.
There exists a constant c such that the set o£ infinite sequences x fo_r which K(x n |n) £ c for infinitely many nprefixes x n has the cardinality of the continuum. We now'establish a statement made earlier and derive an interesting corollary from the method of proof.
For no_ constant c does. K(x n ;n) < c for all n-strings x n . Choose k >_ 2. Consider the set W of n-strings with Tc-1 Tc 2 < n < 2 . Note that n has a k-bit binary expansion within this range. Let S c W denote the subset of n-strings which also have a 1 in the k-bit; S has 2 ~ members. However, no program acceptable for the uniform complexity measure (acceptable programs are hereafter called "uniform programs") can compute two members of S. In order for a uniform program to compute two members of S one member of S must be a prefix of another memk-2 ber of S which is impossible. Thus 2 distinct uniform programs are needed to express the members of S. As the total number of (binary) sequences of length less than k-2 is less k-2 than 2 at least one program of length k-2 is needed to express a member of S. But. k was chosen arbitrarily. This establishes the statement to be proven. As a corollary, we have the following statement.
There exi_st_s a_ constant c .sucJl that for infinitely many_ n K(x n ;n) -K(x n |n) > Log n -c for some sequence x . For each k chosen for the above argu- This adds at most approximately Log n to the length of p.
2.
We now shift our attention to the characteristics of the uniform complexity measure in the region of high complexity.
Much is known about the qualities of sequences x whose conditional complexity is high from the work of Martin-Lof (1966).
Such complex sequences exhibit properties of "randomness". We
show that sequences of sufficiently high uniform complexity also share many properties associated with randomness by showii ing that the technique developed by Martin-Lof for establishing this quality for sequences of high conditional complexity carries over to the uniform case. In doing so we establish that for every c > 0 there is a_ c-, > 0 such that (x n |K(x n ;n) > n-c} c { x n |K(x n |n) > n-CjJ holds for all n e N. This is from one viewpoint an unexpected result. Recall the measures differ by approximately Log n for some sequences x at the low end of the complexity scale; at the high end of the complexity scale where a difference of Log n is small relative to the complexity of the sequence itself, the theorem asserts that the difference between K(x ;n) and K(x [n) is no longer a function of n.
Before we give the proof of this theorem (which includes some remarks concerning the randomness properties associated
with sequences x such that K (x |n) >_ n-c), we mention another property of the measure K(x n ;n). The property follows it from a result of Martin-Lof (unpublished). Consider given the infinite sequence x and a function f defined on N such that E 2" f ' n) = co . Then K(x n ;n) < n -f (n) for infinitely many n-prefixes x n of x. For example, K(x n ;n) < n -Log n for infinitely many n e N. This property was shown by MartinLof for the complexity measure K (x   11 ) . However, • we have K(x n ;n) < K(x n ) + c as for any algorithm A we have an algorithm B such that if A (p) = x n then B(p,i) = x x , all i < n.
B merely acts as A and allows only the first i bits to "printout". So Kg(x n ;n) <K(x n ). But K(x n ;n) < K B (x n ;n) + c,.
some constant c. This constant is easily absorbed in the function f to give the result for the uniform measure.
(Chaitin (forthcoming) establishes a similar but less strong 11 result than that of Martin-Lof's used here).
We will need the notion of a uniform test which is a special type of Martin-Lof test. We recall the definition of a Martin- such a p. It is here that the form of condition 4) is determined. It follows that
for a suitable c~. The theorem follows.
Let s denote the number of l's in x . Let f(m^n)
be determined so that |2s -n| > f(m,n) holds for less than 2 ~ sequences x but that f(m^n) cannot be decreased with- where k depends on c. We shall label this property of G the "weak central limit property".
Many other limit properties of probability theory such as the law of the iterated logorithm or von Mises' "impossibility of a successful gambling system" axiom can be shown valid for sequences of high conditional complexity by using the same technique as referenced above. It is certainly desirable, therefore, to establish the same property for sequences of high uniform complexity. We undertake this now. Let H = [x n |K(x n ;n) >_ n-c}. Then the following theorem holds.
For any_ constant c there exists a_ constant c, such
We already have observed in section 1 that G c H as K(x n |n) < K(x n ;n) under the assumption that the underlying universal algorithm is the same.
As an example of the use of this theorem we note that the -25-
3.
We now give the proof of the theorem on conditional complexity stated in section 2. The proof given here is a modification . of the proof originally given by A.R. Meyer.
If x is an infinite binary sequence for which there exists a constant c > 0 such that K(x |n) < c^ all n, then x is recursive.
Let A be the underlying universal algorithm for K(x n |n).
Then A is a recursive function. By hypothesis, there exists a set of programs P-,,..-.,P such that for each n > 0, A(p. 3 n) = x for some i < m^ where m < 2 . We let x denote the n-prefix of the given sequence x. Also we denote A(p.,n) by x. if A(p.,n) is defined. We must prove there exists a single program p such that A(p/n) = x , all n.
We construct (non-uniformly from Pp...,p ) such a program p. The author would like to thank Albert Meyer for discussions which aided his understanding of the behavior of the complexity measures.
